


MACANUDO 
 
MACANUDO CONNECTICUT

The cigar that started it all. Macanudo Café is the 
cigar that made us an icon with remarkable flavor 
and consistency for a mellow cigar ideal for every-
one.

 CONNECTICUT CRYSTAL  
 HAMPTON COURT  

MACANUDO MADURO

Rich flavor and highly rated, Macanudo Maduro de-
livers impeccable flavor in a dark and sophisticated 
mellow cigar.

 DIPLOMAT   

INSPIRADO WHITE 

A mellow yet marvelous cigar with loads of flavor 
and subtle spice, dive into Inspirado White.

 ROTHSCHILD   
 ROBUSTO   
 TORO    

INSPIRADO ORANGE 

Subtly spicey in the best kind of way, learn more 
about this medium-bodied masterpiece.

 GIGANTE   
 ROBUSTO   

INSPIRADO BLACK 

Tenacious and tasty, get ready for bold flavor in a 
strong cigar. Read up on the sensationally smokey 
Inspirado Black.

 ROBUSTO   
 TORO    

INSPIRADO GREEN

Provocatively flavorful, take your tastebuds on an 
exotic adventure with rare tobaccos begging to be 
experienced.

 ROBUSTO   
 TORO    

INSPIRADO RED

Fiery and full, Inspirado Red delivers flavor and 
strength in a fiery package you need to taste to 
believe.

 ROBUSTO   
 TORO    



CAO 
 
CAO PILON

A Pilon is a stack of leaves that ferments the tobac-
co to maximize the flavor and color. That technique 
takes center stage in CAO Pilon.

 ROBUSTO  
 TORO    

CAO SESSION 

CAO Session is medium-bodied and highly smok-
able, perfect for every occasion.

 GARAGE     
 SHOP    

CAO BX3

BX3 boasts a deep and complex smoking experi-
ence from its three Brazilian tobacco leaves.

 ROBUSTO   
 GORDO    

CAO BONES

CAO Bones is a complex, full-bodied smoke with 
balanced notes of wood, nuts and vanilla.

 BLIND HUGHIE   
 CHICKEN FOOT   

CAO NICARAGUA

CAO Nicaragua features a selection of Nicaraguan 
leaves, blended with a Honduran wrapper and 
binder to dial up the intensity.

 GRANADA   
 TIPITAPA   

SILENCIO

SILENCIO RED DOT

Silencio Red Dot is blended for the true aficionado. 
The experience delivers a creamy, multi-dimen-
sional smoke with notes of earth, a subtle spice, 
and a pleasing aroma.

 CHURCHILL   
 ROBUSTO   

SILENCIO BLACK

The Silencio Black delivers an indulgent smoking 
experience with a lot of richness and balance, with 
an espresso-colored kick.

 GIGANTE   
 SUPREMO   



DON TOMAS

DON TOMAS CLASICO

As one of the best-known brands to hail from Honduras, 
Don Tomás Clásico embodies the time-honored Hondu-
ran tradition of cigar making.

 ROBUSTO   
 ROTHSCHILD   

DON TOMAS NICARAGUA

Upon its launch in Europe 2015, Don Tomás Nicaragua 
met with rave reviews including an impressive 90 rating 
from Cigar Journal.

 ROBUSTO   
 ROTHSCHILD 
  

BALMORAL

BALMORAL ANEJO XO

A luxuriously rich experience that embraces your palate 
withcomplex wood tones but also peppery notes that 
finish witha smooth, underlying natural sweetness.
 
 ROTHSCHILD   
 PETITE ROBUSTO FT  
 ROTHSCHILD MASIVO
 GRAN TORO  

LA ESTRELLA

LA ESTRELLA POLAR

Long filler tobaccos from Colombia and Nicaragua are 
used as the filler from this cigar, which is kept together 
by a binder from Indonesia. The cigar is
finished with a wrapper from Ecuador.

 GIGANTE   
 ROBUSTO   
 ROTHSCHILD   


